
TIME + TIDE
MIAVANA
A Secluded Island Sanctuary in an Azure Sea



HIGHLIGHTS

+ Castaway luxury for pioneering adventurers
+ Ocean views and beach access at every villa
+ Exquisite, inspired island design

Fringed by white sand beaches and sprawling

coral reefs, Time + Tide Miavana is a haven of

luxury luxury at the ends of the Earth. The ultimate

destination for modern day explorers, the 

resort brings together world class luxury in a 

world of rare wildlife and extraordinary 

landscapes. Relax into the barefoot ease of 

Nosy Ankao, where life is measured in the rise 

and fall of the tides. With local, hand hewn 

sstone, Malagasy wood and hand dyed textiles 

in shades of turquoise, Time + Tide Miavana 

immerses guests into the island setting. With 

the freedom to explore as you want, you will 

inspire the mind, awaken the soul and 

reconnect with nature in a thrilling and 

meaningful way. Discover, unwind and refresh 

the body and mind in this the body and mind in this remarkable wild 

place. Come, let us show you.

TIME + TIDE
MIAVANA

NOSY ANKAO, MADAGASCAR



THE VILLAS

Designed for an effortless flow between inside

and outside, the villas immerse you into island

life. Elements of sea, sand and air meet 

through inspired interiors featuring hand dyed 

textiles, Malagasy wood and local stone. 

CONFIGURATIONSCONFIGURATIONS

+ 8 one bedroom en suite villas
+ 4 two bedroom en suite villas
+ 2 three bedroom en suite villas
+ Study can convert to a children’s bedroom

DETAILS

+ Personal butler available 24/7
++ Eco-cooled sleeping spaces and fans
+ Indoor and outdoor showers
+ Soaking tubs overlooking the ocean
+ Floor to ceiling retractable glass windows
   offering panoramic ocean views

+ Spacious lounge, kitchenette and bar
+ Entertainment system
+ + Oceanfront deck and private pool
+ Cruiser bicycles and electric buggy
+ Generator and solar power, multi adaptor
    plug points throughout villa

+ Limited wifi and phone signal



PLAN YOUR 
STAY

NEED TO KNOW

+ Open all year
+ Children of all ages welcome on prior 
   arrangement

CONFIGURATIONSCONFIGURATIONS

+ One bedroom villa
+ Two bedroom villa
           -  Minimum 3 people
+ Three bedroom villa
           -  Minimum 5 people

HELICOPTER INFORMATION

++ 30 min helicopter flight from Diego Suarez
   Airport 

+ 1 hour helicopter flight from Nosy Be 
   Airport

+ All flights minimum 2 people



NOSY
ANKAO

A remarkable land at the ends of the Earth 

WILD SPACES

The largest island in a secluded archipelago

off the northeastern coast of Madagascar,

NoNosy Ankao is an earthly paradise. The 

home to Time + Tide Miavana, it is the 

perfect jumping off point for exploring 

Northern Madagascar. This is a land still 

wholly wild, where you can experience 

nature in an authentic and immersive way. 

A world of lemurs and chameleons, 

Madagascar is truly unliMadagascar is truly unlike any other place 

on Earth. Fascinating creatures live amid the 

extraordinary landscapes, including many 

highly endemic species. Sprawling reefs and 

diverse terrain create an underwater haven

for impressive marine life.  No matter how 

you choose to explore, our expert activities 

tteam will hand tailor activities to suit your 

needs and interests.



THE

ULTIMATE
EXPERIENCE

FOR THE

MODERN DAY
EXPLORER

GREAT ALL YEAR
+ Helicopter excursions to nearby national parks

+ Lemur trekking and guided nature walks
+ Wildlife experiences - every season
offers something new and exciting

+ Snorkelling on our house reef
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TIME + TIDE
MIAVANA
N O S Y  A N K A O,   M A D A G A S C A R

The boat fishing season runs from October to April, 

offering trolling, popping, jigging, bottom and 

deep sea excursions.

Snorkelling and 

diving are best from 

November to April.

Thousands of terns land

on Nosy Manamphao for 

the nesting season

May to October is 

the best time for 

windsurfing and 

kitesurfing.

The humpback whale 

migration runs July 

to October.

Helicopter excursions to 

nearby national parks are 

excellent all year.

Sea turtles begin nesting on Nosy

Ankao in December, with hatching

season continuing through April.

Seek out native wildlife on 

guided nature walks all

the year on Nosy Ankao



ACTIVITIES
On arrival at Time + Tide Miavana, you will have a consultation with our 

expert activities team to create a customised plan based on your wants,

interests and needs.

Time + Tide Miavana has two distinct seasons. From November to mid-May,

the days are warm, with light rains mainly overnight, making it best for 

diving, fishing, snordiving, fishing, snorkelling and sea turtles. Mid-May to October has cooler 

days with seasonal winds, making it perfect for intrepid guests who want to 

see whales, terns, or go kite/windsurfing.

EXPLORE WITH US
+  Scuba diving and snorkelling

+  Deep sea, fly and boat fishing

+  Helicopter excursions

+  Lemur trekking

+  Guided nature walks

+  +  Stand-up paddleboarding

+  Windsurfing

+  Kitesurfing

+  Surfskiing

+  Sea kayaking  

+  Wakeboarding

AT THE RESORT
+  Cabinet des Curiosities+  Cabinet des Curiosities

+  Sommelier guided wine tasting 

+  In-villa spa treatments



THE
VILLAGE

DINE 

Perfectly designed for both privacy and

unity, the Time + Tide Miavana Village 

offers an array of spaces to suit your every 

need. Whether cneed. Whether craving beachfront elegance, 

romantic ambiance or sand between your 

toes, the village delivers with both indoor 

and outdoor options. 

RELAX

With views overlooking the beach and 

mountains beyond, the Time + Tide Miavana 

VVillage is the perfect place to unwind. Enjoy 

a drink on our rooftop lounge, relax next to 

our shimmering infinity pool or stargaze 

around the beachfront firepit.

WONDER

Our Cabinet des Curiosities holds natural 

wonders and cultural artefacts from around

MadagascaMadagascar. Be sure to stop in and see the 

butterfly collection, elephant bird egg, 

dinosaur fossils, traditional costumes and 

even a message in a bottle found adrift in

the waters of Nosy Ankao.



WINE + DINE

Indulge your senses, delight your palette

FINE DINING

Every day Time + Tide Miavana’s incredible 

culinary team creates exquisite meals that 

bring together the finest local ingredients 

with with world class skill. Created to savour the

seasons and delight the palette, every

meal is a celebration. If you are interested

in a wine, enjoy a guided tasting in the

wine cellar with our sommelier.
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SAMPLE MENU

+  Malagasy style coconut seafood curry
+  Seared skip-jack tuna with roast pumpkin, panzanella and sauce vierge
+  Quail tagine with cumin scented couscous, sambals and flatbread
+  Tropical uits with pineapple confit and Madagascan cashew brittle   



WEATHER
ON NOSY ANKAO



DOMESTIC
FLIGHT 
ROUTES

INTERNATIONAL
FLIGHT ROUTES

REACHING NOSY AKAO

-  Diego Suarez to Time + Tide Miavana (30 min helicopter transfer - $400 pp)
-  Nosy Be to Time + Tide Miavana (1 hr helicopter transfer - $1200 pp)

You are met on arrival at either Diego Suarez or Nosy Be Airport. 

From there you will be transferred to Nosy Ankao on a scenic 

helicopter flight. 

GETTING THERE



JOURNEYS
Join Time + Tide on the road

less travelled with our collection

of signature Journeys featuring

Time + Tide Miavana:

+ Jetset Safari

+ + Blue Safari

+ Family Adventures

+ Wild Romance



Time and tide wait for no man,
start your journey today...


